Colored Dial Kits

1. Colored dial kits. Brighten up your dash with these dial color conversion kits, available for 2 or 3 clock versions in magnolia silver, blue, yellow, white and red. Fits Nippon Seiki clocks only from 1988 on. Also available in green. DASH0100+COLOUR

Wooden Dashboards & Trim

2. Wooden dashes are available in burr walnut or charcoal grey with 2 or 3 clock holes and R/H/D or L/H/D. The 3 clock versions are also available with 3 extra gauge holes above the radio blanking cover.

3. Door and rear side window cappings. Charcoal, Burr. Sold as a set of four only. MS0200, MS0191.

4. Door pull handles, burr walnut finish. Pair. MS0192.

5. Door opening handles, Burr walnut finish. Pair. MS0193.


7. Handbrake grip, burr walnut finish. MS0195.

8. Gearlever knob, burr walnut finish. MS0196.

Central Speedo Dash

11. Dash with central speedo hole and 2 gauges as per original Cooper’s made to only fit with wide top dash pads as fitted to all late cars, i.e. changing from speedo cluster in front of driver to central position but converting to old type speedo.

a. Central speedo burr dash 1985 on. DASH001
b. Central speedo charcoal grey 1985 on. DASH002

Brushed Alloy Dashboards

12. Wooden dash with a brushed alloy finish covering. Dark charcoal grey wood effect on clock housing. Only available in R/H/D.

a. 2 dials. DASH015
b. 3 dials. DASH017
c. 3 + 3 extra dials DASH018

Air Vent Trims

13. Chrome on plastic 4 piece kit to fit air vents. Includes air vent knob covers. A favourite for cars with wooden dashes. MSA0212

14. Set of two stainless steel air vent covers. These will enhance any dash board and can be used on either wooden or brushed alloy dashes. MSA0210

NOTE: All have to be stuck on

Carbon Fiber Dash

15. Carbon Fiber faced dash. Only available in right hand drive with 3 clock cluster as shown. DASH020

16. Carbon Fiber faced cappings. MSA0300

Call to Order or Questions at 800-946-2642